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Odisha pacts with STPI Theory of personal views
Bhubaneswar (KCN):
Odisha is all set to
have highest number
of Software Technology Centers with the
State Government today signing an MoU
with Software Technology Parks of India
(STPI) for setting up
facilities at four more

ESDM sector by offering
general
infrastructural facilities like ready to use
Incubation Hi-Speed
Data connectivity and
other amenities required export of software and services,"
Chief
Minister
Naveen Patnaik said.

E&IT.
The agreement
was signed to set up
STPI Centers at
Angul, Jajpur, Jeypore
in Koraput and
Sambalpur, Mr.Palai
said.
According to the
provision of the agreement, the State Gov-

places.
Now Odisha has
four such Centers,
which will go up to
eight, while there are
55 Centers in the
Country.
MoU was signed
between Pradeep
Kumar Jena, Principal
Secretary Electronics
& IT and STPI Director General Omkar
Rai.
Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik, E&IT
Minister
Pranab
Prakash Das, Chief
Secretary Aditya
Prasad Padhi and
other senior officials
were present in the
ceremony.
"The proposed
STPI Centers would
act as resource centers
for IT, ITES and

The incubation
facility will be available for entrepreneurs,
specially catering to
the need of start-ups,
MSMEs, SMEs to
kick start their business without any
hassles, Mr.Patnaik
said adding the construction works for the
proposed STPI centers
will commence soon.
In fact the STPI
DG Dr.Rai is eager to
help out Odisha with
more Centers as the
State is attracting
more investments in
IT/ITES Sector.
Now Odisha is
having four STPI Centers at Bhubaneswar,
Rourkela, Balasore
and Berhampur, said
Rudra Narayan Palai,
Special Secretary

ernment would provide three acres of developed land and
minimum 20,000 sq ft
built-up space for each
centre.
The
STPIBhubaneswar is instrumental in attracting blue-chip IT Companies to the State and
played phenomenal
role in the growth of
IT exports from
Odisha. The State has
recorded
around
Rs.2900 Crore IT export during 2015-16
putting the State in
commendable position in the IT Map of
the Country, said
Manas Ranjan Panda,
Director
STPI
Bhubaneswar.

Bhubaneswar(KCN):
Should senior leaders
in the ruling BJD discuss their “personal
views” in public? The
issue is being hotly
debated ever since the
party’s leader in Lok
Sabha, Bhartuhari
Mhatab said that the
regional outfit should
amend its “Equi-distance” policy against
the Congress.
Mr.Mahtab as an
individual does not
see any harm on the
part of BJD joining
hands with Congress.
This is because, he
feels, Congress at
present is not in the
position where it was
five years ago. The
biggest political party
in the country now
seeks friends and
BJD may take advantage
of
this,
Mr.Mahtab feels.
This statement of
the BJD MP created
flutter in the state
politics forcing the
party supremo and
Chief
Minister
Naveen Patnaik saying that BJD at no
point or under no cir-

cumstances would
forge alliance with
Congress Party. “Not
at all,” Mr.Patnaik
said giving a clear
message that Mahtab
was wrong and he
had no authority to
make such a statement.
Naveen knows it
very well that BJD’s
anti-Congress stand
helped him capture
power four consecutive times. The public mood in the State
is anti-Congress; the
oldest political party
which ruled the State
for decades is held
responsible for its
backwardness.
Subsequent Congress Chief Ministers
in Odisha kept themselves busy in saying
“Yes” to the Dilli
Durbar at the cost of
the State. This is because the Congress
Chief Ministers had
feared that their rivals
would unseat them if
they dare to disagree
with the high command.
Odisha is lagging
behind many states
including West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh,
Maharashtra and
Gujarat in terms of
railways, ports, roads,
NHs and other sectors.
When Naveen
came to the helm of
affairs in 2000, he felt
a strong resentment
against the Congress
dispensation and
therefore, he decided
to join hands with
BJP in order to consolidate anti-Congress votes. By the
time BJD dropped
BJP in 2009; the saffron party was almost
finished on its own
because they preferred to depend on
Naveen for votes instead of making their
own base.
Now BJD has
emerged as a major
non-Congress platform even though
BJP displaced the
Congress led UPA
Government in Delhi.
Therefore, Naveen’s
basket is full with
non-Congress votes
while BJP has been
trying to take its
share.
However, it is

too late for BJP to
create its own base. In
such a situation,
Naveen does not
want to pick up hands
of Congress and allow BJP to take a
share from the nonCongress votes.
M r. M a h t a b ’s
statement has apparently come as a major embarrassment
for Naveen as it hits
the basic survival of
BJD as a non-Congress party. As the
party
disowned
Mr.Mahtab’s statement, the Cuttack MP
said it as a proposal
and his “personal
view” on the politics.
Interestingly, Mr.
Mahtab is also not the
lone senior leader in
BJD who wanted to
escape from the situation on the plea of
“personal view.”
Many senior leaders,
mostly BJD MPs,
have brought embarrassment to the party
time and again.
Recently, another senior MP,
Tathagat Satpathy in
an article criticized
his party boss and
Chief
Minister
Naveen Patnaik over
alleged corruption
and mismanagement
in the Department of
Water Resources,
which kicked up a
storm in State politics. “The Chief Minister is not only holding the Water Resources department,
but also he is the head
of the State.” He has
written that while bureaucrats run the administration, contractors have held the
Water Resources Development in their
wallet, pointed out
OPCC President
Prasad Harichandan.
Then in a bid to avoid
embarrassment, the
ruling party said:
“This was Tathagat’s
‘personal view’ reflected in the editorial
of his daily.”
The list of leaders, particularly, BJD
MPs putting the party
in trouble over issues,
is long. Bhubaneswar
MP Prasanna Patsani
and Sambalpur MP
Nagendra Pradhan
had also embarrassed
the party on the farm-

ers’ suicide issue last
year. While the State
Government claimed
that no farmer committed suicide over
crop loss or loan burden, Pradhan claimed
otherwise. He maintained that the farmers in Odisha do commit suicide due to
crop loss and loan.
Similarly, Patsani
said only 100 farmers
committed suicide in
Odisha, while the
number of such distressed agrarians who
committed suicide in
BJP
ruled
Maharashtra was
above 400.
Now questions
are raised why the
BJD MPs often cross
the line and issue
statements not accepted by the party?
The answer is very
simple. According to
a senior MP: “Such
incidents take place
only due to lack of
coordination between

Yadav or for that matter, relationship with
Congress and BJP.
The MPs usually
meet the party President only before beginning of the session
of the Parliament.
They are provided
some written documents through the
Resident Commissioner’s office in Delhi
and are told to raise
such issues in the Parliament.
As all the MPs
have meanwhile become senior by dint
of getting elected to
the Parliament several times, no one is
there to listen to the
other. Veteran MPs
like Arjun Sethi and
Junior MPs like
Siddhant Mohapatra
or Sarojini Hembram
prefer to remain silent
as they do not want to
enter into any controversy.
Whatever be the
reason, ultimately the

the MPs and the party
President. The MPs
do not exactly know
what their President
thinks. Once elected
to Lok Sabha or
Rajya Sabha, the MPs
virtually have little
relationship with the
BJD supremo.”
Neither the party
President nor the
MPs try to meet each
other at regular intervals nor do they discuss issues among
themselves and chalk
out how to face a situation and what the
BJD stand on issues
should be, be it on the
Mahanadi issue or the
proposed
Maha
Gathbandhan
of
Mulayam
Singh

party faces embarrassment, said a General Secretary of
BJD. How can senior
leaders’ views be
considered their “personal views” when it
is in public domain
and when hits the
party badly, asked he.
While BJD legislators are hardly making their views
openly, Parliamentarians are vociferous
over the issues, which
are embarrassing the
party boss. It seems
BJD supremo is losing connect with the
elected party leaders
in Parliament, so such
outbursts are obvious, pointed out a political commentator.
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BT Exclusive! Nadira
Zaheer Babbar

ADHM and Shivaay still in the competition

Santhu... is out-and-out Yash's show
Film : Santhu
Straight Forward
Cast: Yash, Radhika
Pandit, Devaraj,
Shyaam, Anant
Director: Mahesh
Rao
Santhu Staight

son's open nature.
Enter Ananya
(Radhika Pandit) an
architecture student
and it is love at first
sight for Santhu. But
his dreams suffer a
crushing blow when

languages and of well
known films such as
Dilwale Dulhaniya
Le Jayenge and 3 Idiots. Having said that,
the director
succeeds
in
bringing out an enter-

screen.
Shyaam as antagonist and Devaraj
as Santhu's father
keep the movie going. Girish who plays
the hero's friend
brings in a dose of

Bombay (KCN):
Nadira
Zaheer

hasn't done till date in
her life. In an exclu-

Babbar will soon be
seen enacting both
her mother and herself in a play to be
featured at the Prithvi
Theatre Festival.
The soon-to-be
70 actress wishes to
do everything she

sive chat with
Bombay Times, she
opens up on finally
being able to write a
play on her mother
and work with
Makarand Deshpande at the same
time.

Deepika stuns in latest trailer of 'xXx

Deepika Padukone’s
fierce Serena avatar
in her Hollywood debut ‘xXx: The Return
of Xander Cage’ is a
treat to our eyes.
Paramount Pictures recently released the latest
trailer of the actionadventure film starring Vin Diesel in the
lead. The 30-year old
actress is seen in a
bold look and her action sequences give
us the chance to see a
different side of the
‘Piku’ star in this new
trailer of the film.
Foward is a perfect
example of a commercial film. It follows a safe storyline
-- boy meets girl
story, and with a little
help from friends and
a loving family, the
two end up together.
All a steady march
towards a happy ending.
Though it is a
tried and tested template, this still makes
for a one-time watch
because Yash keeps
the show going. The
title character Santhu
is a carefree youngster, who believes in
being straight forward and his parents
are proud of their

he gets to know
Ananya is engaged to
Deva (Shyaam) a
builder and her maternal uncle. The rest
of the story is whether
Santhu plans to propose to Ananya and
how he wins her over.
Director Mahesh
Rao, who has also
written the story, did
scream from the roof
top that his film
Santhu Straight Forward is an original
script and not a remake. Sadly, the plot
not only carries the
thread from Tamil
film, Vaalu, but also
sees other elements
that are borrowed —
scenes from other

tainer that has the
right amount of love,
family sentiments,
songs and action sequences that pop up
dutifully at regular
intervals.
This role is a
cake walk for Yash,
who carries the film
on his shoulders. He
knows what best
works for him at
present and has followed it in style. Joining Yash is Radhika
Pandit, who not only
makes for a pretty
picture, but adds to
the film with her
presence. Of course,
one should look out
for the good chemistry the duo share on-

comedy. Supporting
them are Anant Nag,
Sumithra and Seetha
among the ensemble
cast.
Santhu... has rich
production qualities
thanks
to
cinematogapher I Andrew.
V Harikrishna
has mastered the art
of blending music
with the film's
storyline.
The film has a
thin plot but it keeps
you entertained.
It's out-and-out
Yash's show that cannot be missed by his
fans.

For the Indian audience, Paramount
Pictures India also released the trailer in
Hindi, Tamil and
Telugu.
The movie also
stars Donnie Yen,
Samuel L. Jackson,
Tony Jaa, Nina
Dobrev, Ruby Rose,
Rory McCann, Kris
Wu and Ariadna
Gutiérrez. Directed
by D.J. Caruso, ‘xXx:
The Return of Xander
Cage’ is slated to hit
the big screens on
January 20, 2017.

Truly proud of 'Ventilator': Priyanka Chopra

Sunny Leone stuns in a bikini as she flaunts
her toned boy. She made her Bollywood debut with a cameo appearance in The Girl Next
Door. Former porn actress has also worked in
Hollywood movies Pirate’s Bloodand The
Virginity Hit.

MUMBAI(KCN):
Actress Priyanka
Chopra says she is
proud of her maiden
Marathi production
"Ventilator". "'Ventilator', my first
Marathi venture, is a
film I'm truly proud
of, and I can't wait for
you guys to see it!
November
4,"
Priyanka, who has
also done a cameo in
the film, tweeted on
Wednesday.

"Ventilator" is written and helmed by "Ferrari
ki Sawaari" fame director Rajesh Mapuskar.

She shared the
trailer of the film,
which stars as many

as 116 actors, including
filmmaker
Ashutosh Gowariker.

"Ventilator" is
written and helmed
by "Ferrari ki
Sawaari" fame director Rajesh Mapuskar.
The film revolves around an ailing senior member of
a family who is being
put on the ventilator
just days before the
Ganapati festival, leading to varied degrees of
speculation and panic
among the large clan he
belongs to.
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South Africa in control of the first test with 506-run lead
PERTH, Australia
(KCN): South Africa
continued to bat Australia out of the first
cricket test by extending the lead to 506
runs at lunch on the
fourth day at the
WACA on Sunday.
South Africa was
508-7 at the break
with Vernon Philander and debutant
Keshav Maharaj unbeaten on 63 and 19
respectively.
Overnight pair of
Quinton de Kock (64)
and Philander batted
untroubled in a 116run seventh wicket
stand as the game
gradually got away
from the home side.
With the wicket
suiting batsmen despite
widening
cracks, South Africa
ground out the Australian attack after
starting the day on
390-6. De Kock, who
was the mainstay in
South Africa's first
innings 242 with a

brilliant 84, made a
plucky 64 to again
thwart Australia's
hopes for early inroads to the tourists'
lower order.
Australia came
close to dismissing

Towering Head & shoulders above
Indian cricket team
(KCN): India will be
on a high after winning the last four series, including two
away from home. On
the other hand, England have just suf-

respect. Murali Vijay
in Brisbane, Rahane
in Lord’s, Pujara in
Colombo, Kohli in
Melbourne and Saha
in Kolkata — everyone has stood up at
different times and

day
and
their
wicketkeeper almost
always contributed
with the bat.
This England
side is different, for
they bat as deep as No
9 without compro-

fered a first ever Test
loss to Bangladesh
and even the one they
won wasn’t without a
lot of drama. Their
tour of Bangladesh
can be seen in two
ways. It could either
dent their confidence
completely or possibly prepare them for
challenges lying
ahead. Since the
Bangladesh failure
was about the skill
and not the will, it’s
fair to assume that
they might find it
tougher in India.
In happy space
Even though
Kohli’s is a young
side, it has started
working like a welloiled machine. Batting has started blossoming as a unit with
different players assuming key roles at
different times. Batting in Tests is all
about battling the
tough sessions and all
good teams find different heroes in these
difficult times. India
is no different in this

that shows character.
Since this series
is in India, bowling is
the least of India’s
concerns
with
Ashwin donning the
role of a leader
nonchalantly. On
turning
pitches,
bowlers who bring
the ball back in are
more lethal because
they can take both
edges. Ashwin has
exposed the technical
frailties of modern
batsmen like never
before. Jadeja’s accuracy has been an ideal
foil and in addition to
this, the faster
bowlers have also
made their presence
felt.
England’s batting
depth
Test cricket was
always a format for
specialists. Most
teams would play 56 batsmen, a proper
wicketkeeper and
four bowlers. Teams
that did better always
had a batsman in the
top six who could
bowl 15-20 overs a

mising on bowling
prowess. The likes of
Woakes, Mooen Ali,
Stokes, Bairstow and
even Rashid can pull
their weight in the
side with the bat. It
practically means England don’t have a
tail. To counter this, it
won’t be a bad idea
for India to offer
pitches with some
turn from the first day
itself and also, consider playing an extra
spinner in Mishra.
Spin to win
While England
have an enviable batting line-up, it’s unlikely to have a telling impact on the series. Test matches are
won by teams with
the bowling to take
20 wickets on a regular basis and that’s
where India’s attack
scores over the visitors. Indian batsmen
are likely to play spin
better than the English, but even if
that’s not the case,
bowlers are likely to
tilt the contest in

India’s favour every
single time.
Bowling on turning pitches is an art
that needs mastering.
While there’s a lot of
help available, the
margin for error is
equally small, for the
extra spin provides
scoring opportunities
if the bowler errs in
line and length.
Rashid, Moeen and
Batty are decent spinners, but it would be
criminal to consider
them in the same
league of Ashwin,
Jadeja and Mishra.
Injury concerns?
If it were an overseas tour, the absence
of Rohit, Rahul,
Dhawan
and
Bhuvneshwar
would’ve troubled
India. Since it’s a
home series, the loss
isn’t as damaging.
While Rahul’s presence at the top and
Rohit lower down the
order would’ve given
solidity and depth to
the batting, there’s no
reason for alarm bells
to start running just
yet. Gambhir is in
fine nick and Karun
Nair could be tested
at No 6 if India
choose a sixth batsman. It can also be
viewed as an opportunity to toy with a
slightly different
combination. With
Saha and Ashwin doing a stellar job with
the bat, India could
very well play all
three spinners. As
long as the spin-trio is
fit, Kohli will not
have sleepless nights
over injury concerns.
Threat perception

him twice in the first
hour when he was adjudged out by the
onfield umpire. But
the lefthander successfully challenged
the caught behind and
the lbw on 28 and 47

respectively, much to
the dismay of the
hosts. De Kock finally drove uppishly
and was well caught
by Adam Voges at
cover off Mitchell
Marsh (2-77). He hit

two sixes and five
fours off 100 balls in
2 1/2 hours. Philander
had batted for just
under three hours,
with a six and 10
fours off 132 balls.
This was after

Dean Elgar (127) and
Jean-Paul Duminy
(141) on Saturday
shared a 250-run
third wicket stand to
bat the Proteas to a
match-controlling
position.

Sociedad beats Atletico to
move near the leaders in Spain
MADRID(KCN):
Real Sociedad became the latest team
to join the tight title
race in Spain.
Taking advantage of two secondhalf penalty kicks,
Real Sociedad defeated
Atletico
Madrid 2-0 on Saturday so that six teams
are separated by only
five points atop La
Liga.
Forward Carlos
Vela converted a
54th-minute penalty
and striker Willian
Jose scored from the
spot in the 75th to
give Real Sociedad
its fourth win in five
matches, and the
fourth consecutive
win at home.
"The truth is we
are going through an
incredible moment,"
Vela said. "We know
there is a lot of tournament left, but we
are enjoying this moment, and we want to
be fighting for great
things in the end."
Leader
Real
Madrid
hosts
Leganes on Sunday,
and second-place
Barcelona plays at
fourth-place Sevilla.
Atletico
remained third, and
Real Sociedad was
sixth. Fifth-place
Villarreal hosts Real
Betis on Sunday.
It was the second
loss in three league
games for Atletico,
which had been held
scoreless only twice
before Saturday's
game.

"There are no excuses, they were better than us," Atletico
defender Juanfran
Torres said. "We have
time to prepare for

first half and created
good
scoring
chances, especially
the
one
with
Gameiro," Simeone
said, "but in the sec-

Forward Christian Santos converted
a 77th-minute winner
for Alaves, which
hadn't won in four
rounds. Alaves is

the match against
Madrid. We have to
keep our heads high
and certainly we will
win at home."
Atletico and
Madrid play the
derby at Vicente
Calderon Stadium on
Nov. 19, after the international break.
Atletico had the
league lead until a 10 loss at Sevilla two
rounds ago, a result
that dropped Diego
Simone's team to fifth
place. It rebounded
with a 4-2 over
Malaga in the last
round, but missed a
chance to join Madrid
atop the standings after its loss on Saturday.
Forward Kevin
Gameiro had an opportunity to give
Atletico a 1-0 lead in
the first half but his
shot from inside the
area struck the post in
pouring rain in the
northern city of San
Sebastian.
"We had a great

ond half they started
better and we couldn't
find a way to even the
match."
GRANADA
1,
DEPORTIVO LA
CORUNA 1
Last-place Granada remained the
only winless team after this home draw.
Granada equalized nine minutes
from time thanks to
an own goal by
Deportivo
goalkeeper Przemyslaw
Tyton.
Granada goalkeeper Guillermo
Ochoa made a brilliant save on a closerange shot near the
end to keep the hosts
from losing for the
eighth time in 11
games.
OSASUNA 0,
ALAVES 1
Osasuna's
struggles continued
with a home loss,
leaving the promoted
club in the relegation
zone with only one
win.

12th.
LAS PALMAS 1,
EIBAR 0
Las
Palmas
ended a six-game
winless streak thanks
to a penalty kick converted by midfielder
Jonathan Viera four
minutes into secondhalf injury time.Viera
calmly scored with a
right-footed shot
from the spot after
Eibar
defender
Florian Lejeune was
called for a disputed
foul on midfielder
Roque Mesa inside
the area.
Las
Palmas
moved to seventh
place, while Eibar
dropped to 10th.
ELSEWHERE
In the second division, Real Zaragoza
striker Juan Munoz
quickly became a
trending topic on social media after scoring a goal from behind the midfield line
in his team's 2-2 draw
at Mallorca.
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South Africa in control of the first test with 506-run lead
PERTH, Australia
(KCN): South Africa
continued to bat Australia out of the first
cricket test by extending the lead to 506
runs at lunch on the
fourth day at the
WACA on Sunday.
South Africa was
508-7 at the break
with Vernon Philander and debutant
Keshav Maharaj unbeaten on 63 and 19
respectively.
Overnight pair of
Quinton de Kock (64)
and Philander batted
untroubled in a 116run seventh wicket
stand as the game
gradually got away
from the home side.
With the wicket
suiting batsmen despite
widening
cracks, South Africa
ground out the Australian attack after
starting the day on
390-6. De Kock, who
was the mainstay in
South Africa's first
innings 242 with a

brilliant 84, made a
plucky 64 to again
thwart Australia's
hopes for early inroads to the tourists'
lower order.
Australia came
close to dismissing

Towering Head & shoulders above
Indian cricket team
(KCN): India will be
on a high after winning the last four series, including two
away from home. On
the other hand, England have just suf-

respect. Murali Vijay
in Brisbane, Rahane
in Lord’s, Pujara in
Colombo, Kohli in
Melbourne and Saha
in Kolkata — everyone has stood up at
different times and

day
and
their
wicketkeeper almost
always contributed
with the bat.
This England
side is different, for
they bat as deep as No
9 without compro-

fered a first ever Test
loss to Bangladesh
and even the one they
won wasn’t without a
lot of drama. Their
tour of Bangladesh
can be seen in two
ways. It could either
dent their confidence
completely or possibly prepare them for
challenges lying
ahead. Since the
Bangladesh failure
was about the skill
and not the will, it’s
fair to assume that
they might find it
tougher in India.
In happy space
Even though
Kohli’s is a young
side, it has started
working like a welloiled machine. Batting has started blossoming as a unit with
different players assuming key roles at
different times. Batting in Tests is all
about battling the
tough sessions and all
good teams find different heroes in these
difficult times. India
is no different in this

that shows character.
Since this series
is in India, bowling is
the least of India’s
concerns
with
Ashwin donning the
role of a leader
nonchalantly. On
turning
pitches,
bowlers who bring
the ball back in are
more lethal because
they can take both
edges. Ashwin has
exposed the technical
frailties of modern
batsmen like never
before. Jadeja’s accuracy has been an ideal
foil and in addition to
this, the faster
bowlers have also
made their presence
felt.
England’s batting
depth
Test cricket was
always a format for
specialists. Most
teams would play 56 batsmen, a proper
wicketkeeper and
four bowlers. Teams
that did better always
had a batsman in the
top six who could
bowl 15-20 overs a

mising on bowling
prowess. The likes of
Woakes, Mooen Ali,
Stokes, Bairstow and
even Rashid can pull
their weight in the
side with the bat. It
practically means England don’t have a
tail. To counter this, it
won’t be a bad idea
for India to offer
pitches with some
turn from the first day
itself and also, consider playing an extra
spinner in Mishra.
Spin to win
While England
have an enviable batting line-up, it’s unlikely to have a telling impact on the series. Test matches are
won by teams with
the bowling to take
20 wickets on a regular basis and that’s
where India’s attack
scores over the visitors. Indian batsmen
are likely to play spin
better than the English, but even if
that’s not the case,
bowlers are likely to
tilt the contest in

India’s favour every
single time.
Bowling on turning pitches is an art
that needs mastering.
While there’s a lot of
help available, the
margin for error is
equally small, for the
extra spin provides
scoring opportunities
if the bowler errs in
line and length.
Rashid, Moeen and
Batty are decent spinners, but it would be
criminal to consider
them in the same
league of Ashwin,
Jadeja and Mishra.
Injury concerns?
If it were an overseas tour, the absence
of Rohit, Rahul,
Dhawan
and
Bhuvneshwar
would’ve troubled
India. Since it’s a
home series, the loss
isn’t as damaging.
While Rahul’s presence at the top and
Rohit lower down the
order would’ve given
solidity and depth to
the batting, there’s no
reason for alarm bells
to start running just
yet. Gambhir is in
fine nick and Karun
Nair could be tested
at No 6 if India
choose a sixth batsman. It can also be
viewed as an opportunity to toy with a
slightly different
combination. With
Saha and Ashwin doing a stellar job with
the bat, India could
very well play all
three spinners. As
long as the spin-trio is
fit, Kohli will not
have sleepless nights
over injury concerns.
Threat perception

him twice in the first
hour when he was adjudged out by the
onfield umpire. But
the lefthander successfully challenged
the caught behind and
the lbw on 28 and 47

respectively, much to
the dismay of the
hosts. De Kock finally drove uppishly
and was well caught
by Adam Voges at
cover off Mitchell
Marsh (2-77). He hit

two sixes and five
fours off 100 balls in
2 1/2 hours. Philander
had batted for just
under three hours,
with a six and 10
fours off 132 balls.
This was after

Dean Elgar (127) and
Jean-Paul Duminy
(141) on Saturday
shared a 250-run
third wicket stand to
bat the Proteas to a
match-controlling
position.

Sociedad beats Atletico to
move near the leaders in Spain
MADRID(KCN):
Real Sociedad became the latest team
to join the tight title
race in Spain.
Taking advantage of two secondhalf penalty kicks,
Real Sociedad defeated
Atletico
Madrid 2-0 on Saturday so that six teams
are separated by only
five points atop La
Liga.
Forward Carlos
Vela converted a
54th-minute penalty
and striker Willian
Jose scored from the
spot in the 75th to
give Real Sociedad
its fourth win in five
matches, and the
fourth consecutive
win at home.
"The truth is we
are going through an
incredible moment,"
Vela said. "We know
there is a lot of tournament left, but we
are enjoying this moment, and we want to
be fighting for great
things in the end."
Leader
Real
Madrid
hosts
Leganes on Sunday,
and second-place
Barcelona plays at
fourth-place Sevilla.
Atletico
remained third, and
Real Sociedad was
sixth. Fifth-place
Villarreal hosts Real
Betis on Sunday.
It was the second
loss in three league
games for Atletico,
which had been held
scoreless only twice
before Saturday's
game.

"There are no excuses, they were better than us," Atletico
defender Juanfran
Torres said. "We have
time to prepare for

first half and created
good
scoring
chances, especially
the
one
with
Gameiro," Simeone
said, "but in the sec-

Forward Christian Santos converted
a 77th-minute winner
for Alaves, which
hadn't won in four
rounds. Alaves is

the match against
Madrid. We have to
keep our heads high
and certainly we will
win at home."
Atletico and
Madrid play the
derby at Vicente
Calderon Stadium on
Nov. 19, after the international break.
Atletico had the
league lead until a 10 loss at Sevilla two
rounds ago, a result
that dropped Diego
Simone's team to fifth
place. It rebounded
with a 4-2 over
Malaga in the last
round, but missed a
chance to join Madrid
atop the standings after its loss on Saturday.
Forward Kevin
Gameiro had an opportunity to give
Atletico a 1-0 lead in
the first half but his
shot from inside the
area struck the post in
pouring rain in the
northern city of San
Sebastian.
"We had a great

ond half they started
better and we couldn't
find a way to even the
match."
GRANADA
1,
DEPORTIVO LA
CORUNA 1
Last-place Granada remained the
only winless team after this home draw.
Granada equalized nine minutes
from time thanks to
an own goal by
Deportivo
goalkeeper Przemyslaw
Tyton.
Granada goalkeeper Guillermo
Ochoa made a brilliant save on a closerange shot near the
end to keep the hosts
from losing for the
eighth time in 11
games.
OSASUNA 0,
ALAVES 1
Osasuna's
struggles continued
with a home loss,
leaving the promoted
club in the relegation
zone with only one
win.

12th.
LAS PALMAS 1,
EIBAR 0
Las
Palmas
ended a six-game
winless streak thanks
to a penalty kick converted by midfielder
Jonathan Viera four
minutes into secondhalf injury time.Viera
calmly scored with a
right-footed shot
from the spot after
Eibar
defender
Florian Lejeune was
called for a disputed
foul on midfielder
Roque Mesa inside
the area.
Las
Palmas
moved to seventh
place, while Eibar
dropped to 10th.
ELSEWHERE
In the second division, Real Zaragoza
striker Juan Munoz
quickly became a
trending topic on social media after scoring a goal from behind the midfield line
in his team's 2-2 draw
at Mallorca.

